We study tt * -geometry on the classifying space for regular singular TERP-structures, e.g., Fourier-Laplace transformations of Brieskorn lattices of isolated hypersurface singularities. We show that (a part of) this classifying space can be canonically equipped with a hermitian structure. We derive an estimate for the holomorphic sectional curvature of this hermitian metric, which is the analogue of a similar result for classifying spaces of pure polarized Hodge structures.
Introduction
In this paper, we study a generalization of variations of Hodge structures and the associated period maps. These generalizations are called TERP-structures, they first appeared under the name topological-antitopological fusion (also called tt * -geometry) in [CV91, CV93, Dub93] and were rigourously defined and studied in [Her03] and [HS07] . An important situation were TERP-structures naturally occur is the theory of (µ-constant families) of isolated hypersurface singularities, and more specifically, the Fourier-Laplace transformation of their Brieskorn lattices. In this case the TERP-structures are regular singular. Irregular TERP-structures arise by a similar though more general construction where the initial object is a regular function on an affine variety. These functions appear as mirror partners of the quantum cohomology algebra of smooth projective varieties or more generally, orbifolds. It is a challenging problem to study the induced TERP-structures on the quantum cohomology side, although progress seems to have been made very recently in this direction ([Iri07] ). Let us notice that TERP-structures are intimately related to the theory of harmonic bundles, via the so called twistor structures, i.e. (families of) holomorphic bundles on P 1 . Any TERP-structure gives rise to a twistor which is called pure if it is a trivial bundle on P 1 and pure polarized if a naturally defined hermitian metric on its space of global sections is positive definite. This has to be seen as a generalization of the notion of variations of (pure polarized) Hodge structures.
By a basic result of Simpson ([Sim97] ), variations of pure polarized twistor structures are equivalent to harmonic bundles on the parameter space. Given a variation of TERP-structures on a complex manifold, one obtains a variation of pure polarized twistor structures resp. a harmonic bundle on an open subset of this manifold, which is a union of connected components of the complement of a real analytic subvariety. Notice also ( [Sab05] ) that the TERP-structure of a tame function on an affine manifold is always pure polarized. The main topic of this paper are the classifying spaces that appear as targets of period maps of variations of regular singular TERP-structures. In fact, these spaces were already investigated under a different name (as classifying spaces of Brieskorn lattices) in [Her99] . The main new point treated here is to show how tt * -geometry arises on the classifying spaces and to prove the analogue of a crucial result in classical Hodge theory (see [Sch73] , [GS69] , [GS75] and [Del71] ): the negativity of the sectional curvature of the Hodge metric in horizontal directions. Similarly to the situation in Hodge theory, we expect this result to be a cornerstone in the study of the above mentioned period maps. We prove a few quite direct consequences of our result at the end of this paper. Let us give a short overview on the content of this article. In section 2, we recall the basic definitions both of variations of TERP-structures and of the classifying spaces for Brieskorn lattices resp. regular singular TERP-structures. In order to do that, we also recall the construction of the polarized mixed Hodge structure and its cohomological invariants, the spectral numbers associated to a regular singular TERP-structure. In section 3, we construct a Kodaira-Spencer map from the tangent bundle of the classifying space to some auxiliary bundle which gives a local trivialization of the tangent bundle needed later. In particular, this induces a positive definite hermitian metric on the pure polarized part of the classifying space. We also consider the subsheaf of the tangent bundle of the classifying space consisting of horizontal directions. Contrary to the case of Hodge structures, it is not locally free in general. Finally, in section 4 the main result of the paper is stated and proved. The proof is considerably more complicated than in the case of Hodge structures as the classifying spaces of TERP-structures/Brieskorn lattices are not homogenous. We finish the paper by deducing from our main theorem a rigidity result for variations of TERP-structures on affine spaces.
Notations: For a complex manifold X, we write E ∈ VB X for a locally free sheaf of O Xmodules E, the associated vector bundle is denoted by E. If E comes equipped with a flat connection, we denote by E ∇ the corresponding local system.
Classifying spaces
In this section we introduce the classifying spaces of regular singular TERP-structures which were considered, under a different name, in [Her99] . We start by recalling very briefly the basic definition of a TERP-structure and some of its associated data. The case X = {pt} is referred to as a single TERP-structure. There is a canonically associated set of data, which we call "topological".
Definition 2.2. Let (H, H ′ R , ∇, P, w) be a TERP-structure, then we put
We let H 
, and let N := log(M u ) be the nilpotent part of M. P induces a polarizing form S on H ∞ defined as follows: First note that P corresponds (after a counter-clockwise shift in the second argument) to a pairing L on the local system (H ′ ) ∇ , then given A, B ∈ H ∞ , we put S(A, B) := (−1)(2πi) w L(A, t(B)) where Note that by [HS07, lemma 5 .1] the topological data are equivalent to the data (H ′ , H ′ R , ∇, P, w). Let us now suppose that (H, H ′ R , ∇, P, w) is regular singular. Then the following classical objects will play a key role in the sequel of this paper.
Definition 2.3. Let (H, H ′ R , ∇, P, w) be a regular singular TERP-structure. 
Define for any
• is a decreasing exhaustive filtration on H ∞ . We will use a twisted version of this filtration, which is obtained as 3. The V -filtration is also used to define the spectrum of a regular singular TERP-structure The following notion is quoted from [HS07] , where it is shown to correspond to "nilpotent orbits" of TERP-structures. 
is a polarized mixed Hodge structure of weight w − 1 resp. of weight w. We refer to [Her03] or [HS07] 
(for l ≥ w) and let G C be the group
The primitive subspace P l decomposes into the eigenspaces of M s , [Her99] .
F
• is the image of
, and all powers of N are strict with respect to F
• .
As to the proof, let us just remark that obviously 2. implies 1., 3., and 4. The equivalence of 1., 2. and 3. is proved in [Her99, Ch. 2]. The only remaining point is that 4. implies 1.-3., which is is rather technical. As we will not use the characterization 4., it is skipped here. Also the following is proved in [Her99, chapter 2].
Proposition 2.6. In the situation of lemma 2.5, consider the seť
and satisfies the equivalent conditions in lemma 2.5 .
It is a complex homogeneous space on which G C acts transitively. The set 
Then we define for any l ≥ w:
is a projective manifold and a complex homogenous space,
w) an open submanifold and a real homogenous space. The projection
is an affine fiber bundle with fibre isomorphic to C N PMHS for some N PMHS ∈ N ∪ {0}.
The classifying space D PMHS is the restriction of the total space of this bundle to D PHS , in other words, we have the following diagram of projections and inclusionš
The next definition introduces the main objects of this paper, namely, the classifying spaces of regular singular TERP-structures. The most direct way to fix the data needed to define these spaces is to consider a reference TERP-structure (
, which is supposed to be mixed. This defines the set of discrete data needed, among them are the topological data of (H (0) , H ′ R , ∇, P, w) as well as its spectral numbers. 
Notice first that as any element H 0 inĎ BL defines an extension of the fixed (flat) bundle H ′ on C * , one may rephrase the definition ofĎ BL by saying that its elements are the bundles
is a regular singular TERP-structure and such that the associated filtration F Notice also that it follows from the definition of the spaceĎ BL that all elements H ∈Ď BL have the same spectral numbers, namely those of H (0) . The reason for this is that the spectrum is determined by the topological data (more precisely, by the eigenvalues of M) and the filtration F • H (namely, by its Hodge numbers, i.e., the dimensions dim Gr
Moreover, the definition of the spaceĎ PMHS (condition 1. in lemma 2.5) shows that these numbers are constant for all F
• ∈Ď PMHS , namely they are equal to those of F • H (0) . We will denote all along this article these spectral numbers by α 1 , . . . , α µ , where µ := dim C (H ∞ ). The following diagram completes diagram (2.2) and visualizes how all of the above defined manifolds are interrelated.Ď
(2.6)
The tangent bundle and horizontal directions
This section gives a concrete description of the tangent bundle of the manifoldĎ BL using a Kodaira-Spencer map. This description is used in an essential way in the curvature calculation in the next section.
Consider the flat bundle H
′ ∈ VB C * (with real structure) and the pairing P : 
and similarly for V >α . From the very definition of the spaceĎ BL , we see that there is another naturally defined extension of H ′ to C ×Ď BL , which we call L. It is the universal family of Brieskorn lattices, i.e., L |C×{t} = H(t) for any t ∈Ď BL . It can equally be described by gluing the locally defined bundles over C × U, U ⊂Ď BL , given by the bases constructed in [Her99, lemma 5.2 to theorem 5.6]. The pairing P has the property that P (L, L) ⊂ z w O C×Ď BL and that z −w P defines a non-degenerate symmetric pairing on L/zL. In particular, the original P on
. Using the Deligne extensions V α , we can give a precise statement on the pole order of ∇ on L. Define n := [α µ − α 1 ], note that if n = 0 then the classifying spaceĎ BL consists of a single element only, namely, the lattice V α 1 .
Proof. As explained before, any H ∈Ď BL has the spectral numbers α 1 , . . . , α µ . It follows in particular hat V α 1 ⊃ H ⊃ V >αµ−1 . The first inclusion is obvious, for the second, if we had any s ∈ V >αµ−1 which is not a section of H, then there would be a k ∈ N >0 with z k s ∈ H which implies (if we take a minimal such k) that the principal part of z k s does not vanish in Gr V
• (H/zH). In other words, we would get a spectral number larger then α µ , which is impossible. As these inclusions of lattices hold true at any point ofĎ BL , we have
Now let s be any local section of L, then s ∈ V α 1 , so that
The following lemma will be useful for the proof of lemma 3.5, but it will also be used in the computations in the next section.
Lemma 3.2. Consider a module H ∈Ď BL and a local
1. There exists a small neighborhood U 1 × U 2 of (0, H) ∈ C ×Ď BL and a unique basis
which is an extension of v (0) and which satisfies
where 
If z
−w P ((v (0) ) tr , v (0) ) is a constant µ × µ-matrix then so is z −w P ((v) tr , v
Proof.
1. Consider a holomorphic extension
) and thus a vector bundle on P 1 × U ′ 2 . Because the restriction to P 1 × {H} is trivial, the restriction to P 1 × U 2 for some U 2 ⊂ U ′ 2 is a family of trivial vector bundles on P 1 . The Birkhoff factorization (see, e.g., [Mal83, proposition 4.1]) yields unique matrices Ψ 0 ∈ Γ(∆ ε × U 2 , O * ∆ε×U 2
) and
As in the proof of lemma 3.1, we conclude from
Uniqueness is now also clear.
This follows from
3. First we introduce two notations: within V >−∞ and V α we consider the π −1 OĎ BL -module C α consisting of elementary sections of order α on C * ×Ď BL . Then any v i ∈ L |U 1 ×U 2 can be written as a sum
i , β) and that
Then
(remember that this is an equation in V >−∞ , where the sections v j of H ⊂ V >−∞ has been extended to sections in π
The main point is to show
. From this and the linear independence of the z k · s(v i , α i ) it follows that v is a good basis, first on a small U 3 ⊂ U 2 , then on all of U 2 .
In order to show (3.3) we argue indirectly. Suppose (C k ) ij = 0 for some α i − k < α j and suppose that α i −k is minimal with this property. Then β j = α i −k for this j, and
is a submodule of Gr V γ L |U 4 of the same rank and thus coincides with Gr
, and by (3.2) and by the linear independences, it is not a linear combination of the sections above. Thus (C k ) ij = 0 if α i − k < α j .
Next we give a concrete description of the tangent bundle ofĎ BL using the universal bundle L. For this purpose, we will introduce some auxiliary holomorphic bundles onĎ BL . We will describe local bases of these bundles, these will be written as row vectors. We use the convention that given a (sheaf of) A-module(s) N , one can multiply matrices with entries of N with matrices with entries in A by scalar multiplication. Moreover, we make use of the tensor product of matrices, and in particular of the following rules, where the matrices involved are supposed to have the appropriate size.
In the last formula, we denote for any matrix A ∈ M(m × n, A) by A vec ∈ M(nm × 1, A) the column vector obtained by stacking the columns of A in a single one. Finally, we denote the sheaf of rings O C×Ď BL by R and its localization along {0} ×Ď BL by R[z
, then M is a meromorphic bundle with connection induced from V >−∞ . This connection is obviously regular singular so that M carries its own Vfiltration, characterized by
of M, and the quotient
G I is a z-torsion sheaf and can be identified with Hom R (L, z −n L/L). As an OĎ BL -module, it is locally free of rank nµ 2 . Any section v of the projection L ։ k * (L/zL) (here k :Ď BL ֒→ C ×Ď BL , t → (0, t)) yields an isomorphism
, where the symbol z denotes the vector (z −1 , . . . , z −n ). A local section φ ∈ G I is written in this basis as
) and e k ∈ M(n × 1, C) is the k-th unit vector. We will define a chain G IV ⊂ G III ⊂ G II ⊂ G I of subbundles of G I , and an injective morphism TĎ BL ֒→ G I with image equal to G IV . This will give the description of the tangent bundle alluded to above.
Definition 3.3. Put
and define G II , G III resp. G IV to be the images of
From the definition it is clear that G II , G III and G IV are OĎ BL -coherent. The following result yields local bases for G II and G III showing that they are in fact locally free. The same is true for G IV , but it is more complicated to give an explicit local base for that bundle. Instead, we give a characterization of the elements of G IV . Its local freeness will be shown in lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.4. Let v be a local basis of L as above and suppose moreover that P mat := (P (v i , v j )) = (δ i+j,µ+1 ). Then we have
where N := (k, i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , µ} 2 | i + j < µ + 1 if k is even, i + j ≤ µ + 1 if k is odd .
Suppose moreover that v is a good basis in the sense of [Sai89], i.e., that v induces a basis of Gr

• V (L/zL). Order the elements of v in such a way that
v i ∈ Gr α i V (L/zL). Then G III ∼ = (k,i,j)∈N α i −k≥α j OĎ BL z −k v * i ⊗ v j + (−1) k+1 v * µ+1−j ⊗ v µ+1−i .
Although there is no simple choice for a basis of G IV , its elements can be characterized as follows: An endomorphism
Proof. The first point follows from the simple computation
one easily deduces the above bases of
i.e., to φ ∈ G IV .
We are now in the position to compare the bundle G I with the tangent bundle ofĎ BL . Define the following morphism:
where the brackets on the right-hand side denote the class in the quotient G I .
Lemma 3.5. G IV is a bundle, and KS is a bundle isomorphism from TĎ
Proof. First we will prove that given X ∈ TĎ BL , the covariant derivative ∇ X really defines an element in G I . It was already shown that for any v ∈ L,
Moreover, the flatness of P implies that P (∇ X (−), −) + P (−, ∇ X (−)) = XP (−, −), so Im(KS) ⊂ G II and it is clear that the V-filtration is respected, i.e., that we get an element in V 0 M, as we derive only in parameter direction. This proves Im(KS ) ⊂ G III . From [z 2 ∇ z , ∇ X ] = 0 it follows immediately that Im(KS ) ⊂ G IV . The last step of the proof is to show that KS maps TĎ BL isomorphically onto G IV . Then it follows that G IV is locally free. We will use the construction of coordinates on the fibers resp. on the base of the projectionĎ BL →Ď PMHS in [Her99, Ch. 5] resp. in [Her02, proof of theorem 12.8]. We will rephrase the outcome of these constructions, without going into details. From that it will follow that KS is a bundle isomorphism onto G IV . Having fixed a reference TERP-structure, we first consider the larger spaces
with spectral numbers α 1 , ..., α µ }, By abuse of notation, we call KS the Kodaira-Spencer morphism, although this is the correct name only if we consider KS as an isomorphism between TĎ BL and G IV . It will be useful to have a local characterization of G IV in the basis of G III given above. Let φ = (z ⊗v * ⊗v)(
where
This is equivalent to
′ is required to be holomorphic, so that the coefficients of all strictly negative powers of z in this equation must vanish. Writing B = ∞ k=0 z k · B k−1 , there are a priori conditions for any l = 1, ..., n (with ∆ n+1 := 0):
However, as we are working with a good basis v of L, it follows that v i ∈ V α i and (z∇ z )v i ∈ V α i . This gives (B k ) ij = 0 for all α i + k < α j . Remember also that (∆ k ) ij = 0 for α i − k < α j . The equation [∆ n , B −1 ] = 0 is thus trivially satisfied, so that the conditions (3.9) are non-empty only for l ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. We will now define the analogue of the subbundle of horizontal tangent directions on the classifying spacesĎ PHS in the sense of [Sch73] for the spaceĎ BL .
Definition-Lemma 3.6. Define the following subsheaf of G I : Proof. The OĎ BL -coherence of all of the sheaves in question is obvious from their definition, and one obtains local bases of G I ,hor , G II ,hor resp. G III ,hor by restricting the bases of
is contained in one of these subbundles iff ∆ k = 0 for k > 1. The equality G IV ,hor = G IV for n = 1 is obvious from the definition as we have G I ,hor = G I in this case.
In the remainder of this section, we show that G IV ,hor is not locally free in general. For that purpose, consider the local basis of G III ,hor given above. In this basis, the conditions for a section φ ∈ G III ,hor to be an element in G IV ,hor are simply obtained from formula (3.9) by putting all ∆ k = 0 if k > 1. This yields the unique equation
(3.10)
Note that B −1 is the matrix of the pole part of ∇ z with respect to v, i.e., of the endomorphism 
IV ,hor will not be locally free. The reason is that in general the rank of the condition [U, [zφ]] = 0 varies withinĎ BL . Note however that the baseĎ PMHS carries a horizontal subbundle, as it is a homogeneous space, so that the obstruction for G IV ,hor to be locally free lies in the fibers ofĎ BL →Ď PMHS . We will describe a situation where this actually occurs. For simplicity we restrict to a situation in which dim C α = 1 for all α. Then N = 0 and
. 5] formula (3.1) holds on all ofĎ BL , with
and global coordinates onĎ BL are given by those (C 1 ) ij where i + j ≤ µ + 1. The zero point of these coordinates is the TERP-structure
with (∆ 1 ) ij = 0 if α i − 1 ≤ α j (equality is impossible due to dim C α = 1) and (∆ 1 ) ij = (∆ 1 ) µ+1−j,µ+1−i . We have rank G III ,hor = N BL and
as U and [zφ] commute at the point 0. To prove that G IV ,hor is not locally free it is sufficient to show that the condition [U, [zφ]] = 0 is non-empty at some point t ∈Ď BL . If there are α i , α l , α m with α i − 2 > α l − 1 > α m and m = µ + 1 − i then the (i, m) entry of the commutator of the matrices corresponding to U and [zφ] is
This sum is non-empty because j = l gives a term, and all present (∆ 1 )-coefficients are different. So if (C 1 ) il (t) = 0 this gives a non-empty condition, and rank T 
Holomorphic sectional curvature
One of the most interesting features of a TERP-structure is the construction of a canonical extension to a twistor, i.e., a P 1 -bundle. Starting with a family of TERP-structures, this yields a C ∞ -family (which is actually real analytic) of twistors. Let us briefly recall how this is done (see [Her03] and [HS07] for more details). Given a TERP-structure (H, H ′ R , ∇, P, w), define for any z ∈ C * the anti-linear involution
The image τ (H 0 ) of the germ of sections of H at zero is contained in the germ ( i(H ′ )) ∞ , where i : C * → P 1 \{0}. This defines an extension of H to infinity, which is a holomorphic P 1 -bundle, i.e., a twistor. We will denote it by H. If H is trivial, then we call the original TERP-structure pure. Moreover, in this case we can define a hermitian pairing h on H 0 (P 1 , H) by the formula h(a, b) := z −w P (a, τ b). If this form is positive definite, then (H, H ′ R , ∇, P, w) is called pure polarized. We only remark (this is discussed in detail in [Her03] and [HS07] ) that if we start with a family of TERP-structures, then this extension procedure yields a real analytic family of twistors. DefineĎ -module K sp . We obtain a splitting
We obtain a hermitian metric on End C aň
where (−) * denotes the hermitian adjoint. This induces a metric on G I and by restriction on the subbundles G II , G III and G IV . We denote these metrics by h I , . . . , h IV . We remark that choosing any local basis u ∈ M(1 × n, K) of K in a neighborhood of a point (0, t) ∈ {0} ×Ď pp BL yields a similar splitting
n , this isomorphism was already considered in section 3. Similarly to the holomorphic basis from formula (3.8), we obtain a basis of
and any section φ of
, that e k ∈ M(n × 1, C) is the k-th unit vector and that A vec denotes the column vector of a matrix A as explained after formula (3.7)). Recall the Kodaira-Spencer map from lemma 3.5 
If E is the holomorphic tangent bundle of M, then the function
is called the holomorphic sectional curvature of M. We are now able to state the main result of this section. Proof. First recall a formula for the curvature tensor of the Chern connection on an arbitrary bundle. Let, as before, E be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank µ on a complex manifold M and h : E ⊗ E → C an M a positive definite hermitian metric. For a local holomorphic basis e ∈ M(1 × µ, E), put H := (h(e tr , e))
In particular, for any holomorphic vector field X ∈ T M , we have
This formula will allow a very significant simplification of the calculations. Let t ∈Ď (which is isomorphic to TĎ pp BL ), our first aim is to give an expression for the matrix M R (∂ t 1 , ∂ t 1 )(t) which represents R I (∂ t 1 , ∂ t 1 )(x) ∈ End C (G I |t ) with respect to a holomorphic basis in a neighborhood of t. This basis is induced from a holomorphic basis of L near (0, t), which is obtained as follows: choose a basis
to be the extension provided by lemma 3.2. It still satisfies P (v tr , v) = 1 µ , but not necessarily
), so that we conclude from formula (4.1) that M(∂ t 1 , ∂ t 1 )(x) can obtained from the image of H under the
. In order to keep the notation simple, we still call this reduction H. Moreover, it is clear that this reduced matrix H may be calculated from the image of the basis v under the map K ։ K ⊗ Q, where
. Again we denote this image by v. All subsequent calculations take place in either Q or Q. In particular, we have C 1 = t 1 ∆ 1 and
we also have τ (w) = w. It is a simple calculation to show that the inverse base change is given by
where 1 The last computation uses formula (3.7) and the fact that R · (∆ 1 ) vec = [[∆ 1 , ∆ 1 ], ∆ 1 ] = 0. It is well known that the curvature decreases on subbundles, see, e.g., [Sch73, lemma (7.14)], thus we obtain the following estimate:
This implies that the holomorphic sectional curvature Comparing the situation to the one for classifying spaces of Hodge structure (where the distance induced by the Hodge metric on D PHS is known to be complete due to the homogeneity of D PHS ), it is clear that one needs to have a complete metric space as a possible target for period maps for variations of regular singular TERP-structures. We are able to construct such a space, it is in fact a partial compactification ofĎ pp BL , on which the metric can be extended and becomes complete. However, this construction presents a number of technical difficulties and is somewhat beyond the scope of the present work. We will treat this and related questions in a subsequent paper.
